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effective in the country. In July, 1936, he explained to
the House of Commons that adherence to the Covenant
would have entailed a risk which he was not prepared
to have taken without re-armament, and that he did
not dare propose the latter course as he could not
* think of anything which would have made the loss of
the election from my point of view more certain/
The reaction in England against the Peace plan was
extremely interesting. It may possibly have been the
last purely altruistic expression of public opinion in our
generation. During the following two years Germany,
Italy and Japan were to teach us in Spain and China
that Covenants and treaties were valueless unless backed
by force and that international law was a subject of
merely academic interest. By the end of 1937 that queer
entity the * non-political voter* was prepared to accept
almost any redistribution of territory under threats of
war, or to consider the partition of unoffending countries
by their powerful neighbours as part of the normal
method of arranging an international settlement, or
even a temporary truce. But future historians will record
that in December, 1935, the overwhelming majority of
English people rebelled spontaneously against being
made parties to a proposal, not because it endangered
their own safety, nor that of the Empire, not because
they werp shopked by some physical brutality, as in the
case of the Armenian atrocities, but because their idea
of public morality was outraged; at that recent but
happier era in our history such things "were not done/
We have learnt, partly owing to the lame and impotent
conclusion of this revolt, that such things are done, and
will continue to be done, and that no amount of moral
indignation will prevent them.
The Premier made a last attempt to save the situation

